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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to givc conditions of both the continuity and compactness of Uryson's 
operator I K [s， t，φ(め]dt which acts in modc山redfunction spaces. 
1. Introduction. In non-linear integral equations， the complete continuity 
of an operator from which the equation is produced plays a very impotant role， 
for exampleラ theexistence of solutions or eigen-functions in the equations. (cf.恥1
A. Krasnoselヲskii3)and S. Yamamuro'勺
A sufficient condition of the complete continuity of Uryson's operator acting 
in the space C， as the totality of al continuous functions on a compact subset in 
Euclidean space， have been given by L. A. Ladyzhenskii4). 
In case the operator acts from the space Lp， (Pl> 1) to the space Lp2 (P2> 1)， 
M. A. Krasnosel'skii and L. A. Ladyzhenskii have given some su伍cientconditions 
of the complete continuity， but it seems that one result has a defect， so far as we 
see the fact described in [Amer. Math. Soc. Transl. Ser. 2， vol. 10， p 352]. 
In this paper， we will consider the operator acting in modulared function spaces 
with some restrictions， which was de五nedby H. Nakano7)， and we give some 
su伍cientconditions for the complete continuity of the operator. (see Theorem 4 
and 5) 
2. Preliminaries. In this section， we will state an outline of modulared 
function spaces and fundamental de五nitions.
Let il be a bounded subset in Euclidean space and mes (il) = 1. 
let φ(c，x) (c孟o，xεil)be measurable on il for each ç~O and non-decreasing 
convex function of cミofor which satis五es:
1)φ(O，x)=O 
2) limφ(乙x)=φ(α，x)
3) limφ (c，x)=+∞ 
for al xεil; 
for each xεil; 
for each x E il; 
4) for any x Eil， there exists α=α (x)>O such thatφ(α，x)>+∞. 
The modulared function space L" (il) is a totality of al measurable functions 
o (x) on il such that 
本旧孝ご
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m州=to州 for someα>0. 
When we define a semi-order (or partial order) in Lo by the relation that 
ゆ;;_oif and only if <t (x)ミゆ(x)except for a set of measure zero， the space Lo is 
a supperuniversally continuous semiordered linear space*. 
The above functional rn (り)on Lo is called a modular on Lo and satis五回 the
modular conditions7) : 
for al <tεLo; 1) 
2) 
。三~rn(ゆ)亘+∞
if rn(~ <þ)=O for al ~註 0， then <t士。
3) for any <tモLothere existsα>0 such that rn (α引く+∞;
4) for everyゆεL.p， rn (~<þ) is a convex function of ミミ0;
5) 1<T1豆Io I implies rn (り)豆rn(ψ); 
6) 1<T1 n IOI =0 implies rn (り)+ゆ)=rn(り)+rn(ゆ); 
7) 0孟仇↑川ザヰ implies rn (り)= sup rn (仇).
Writing the left-derivative of φ(己x)at ~ by 50 (~， x) with 50 (0， x)三 0，we have 
a measurable in x and non-decreasing function 50 (~， x) in ~;;;;_ O. If we define an 
inverse function ψ(η，x) of 50 (~， x) as可=50 (己x)，such that it is non-decreasing 
function of ηミ0，ゆ(O，x)三oand 
。(可-O， x) 豆~~玉ゆ (η +O， x)
50 (~-O， x)豆万三三5O(ご+O，x)
then the function: 
for可=50(~， x)， 
for ~=ゆ(写， x) ，
拶(~， x) = J:o (~， x) d守
is measurable in xεL1 and satisfies the same conditions asφ(乙x). Furtheremore， 
we have Young's inequality 
ご万三三 φ (~， x) +W(布，x)
for ~，万三三 o and x E L1， with equality if one at least of the relations 
50 (~-O， x) 三三哲三~50 (ご+O，x)， Ø(万一O， x) 三五~~三 ψ(写 +O， x)
is satis五ed. By the functionψ(ヲ，x)，the space L曹 whichis called a conjugate 
space of L曹 isdefined， and further a modular溺(ゆ)on Lljr， i.e. 
語(ゆ)=LW(lo(山
長 Asemi.ordered linear space R is said to be supperuniversally continuous， iffor any system ぬと0
∞ 
(;.εA) there exist countable めν(.1εA)and aεR for which a= naらニη仏， where n a， means 
ν=1 A三A
am五mumof a，. 
掛か↑E.1同meansthat for any .1， μξA teere exists ρε A such that 'h Uか三三世p，and n u仇
pミAλ呈p
=u 什 'h工二q"where U か is a supremum of j!I，・
l'巴Aλ主μλA
(218) 
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反仲sup{tψ川
is defined as follows: 
形 iscalled a conjugate modular of m. 
the space Lo， de五ningtwo kinds of norms: 
!IOilo=inf 1+で(cι
<>0 c: 
ゆllh=inf]-
叫(川三1 lcl 
where 
1n 
on 
we have !!Oil!o豆IOlo豆21iゆl:o，and their norms are both monotone complete norms*， 
so Lo is Banach space， because the above modular on Lo is monotone complete*. 
As examples of such spaces， we can denote the well-known following spaces. 
Orlicz space~:5\ i. e.， for a non-decreasing left-continuous function CD (c) 
[0，∞) with CD (0)=0， putting 
?
」?
???、? ?
??? ? ?
『
?
? ??? (u~O) 
the totality of al measurable functions o (x)on L1 such that 
Lo州 x)Jdxく+∞ for someα>0. 
Space Lp(x)， i.e.， for a measurable function p (x)ミ1(xεL1)ラ thetotality of al 
measurable functions o (x)on L1 such that 
i-L|ゆ (xWωdxく十∞
JJjう(x)
A modular m (O) on Lo is said to be upper bounded modular， ifthere exist 
α， 7> 1 such that 
for someα>0. 
for al c孟0，xεL1， φ(α己x)豆Tφ(c，x)
And， m is said to be lower bounded modular， ifthere exist α>7> 1 such that 
for al c孟0，xεL1. 
If m is lower (upper) bounded then its conjugate modular 仮 isupper (lower) 
bounded. 
m is said to be bounded modular if it is upper and lower bounded modular. 
If m is a bounded modular， then Lo is reflexive as Banach space with the above 
norms'>， for instance， Lp (ρ> 1)and Orlicz spaces de白血gby complementary Y oung's 
functions φ(u) and IJ' (v) for which satisfy both (L1')心ondition.
φ(αç， x)~7φ (ç， x) 
A norm il世I1is caled to be monotone complete if 0壬#パヱ1 ancl supν;"lloν1 <十∞ implies 
∞ the existence of an element世suchthat ふじ~1 同 A monotone completeness of a modular 
implies a monotone completeness of a norm， ancl a monotone completeness of a norm implies 
a completeness in ussal sense.'.'4). 
Orlicz spaces are modulared function spaces with constant modulars7). 
(219) 
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Throughout this paper we assume that the modulared function spaces L"， and 
their conjugate spaces Ll/f， (i=1，2) have the bounded modulars， and the functions 
<Pi (1， x)，め(1，x) are integrable on iI， where約 andψ包 arethe left-derivatives of φe 
and 'lfri respectively. 
The integral operator: 
Act(叶 dk仏t，ct (的]dt 
is called the operator of P. S. Uryson， where the function K [5， t， u] is defined for 
(5， t)εiI x iIand for real number u. 
In this paper， we will deal with the case which K [5， t， u]is continuous in u 
for fixed (5， t) and measurable in the remainder of the variables for五xedu. 
A subset F of Banach space E is called to be compact (weakly compact)， 
if every infinite subset contains a subsequence converging (weak converging) in E. 
An operator is called to be bounded if it transforms every bounded (in the 
norm) subset of Banach space E， into a set which is bounded (in the norm) in 
Banach space E2・
An operator Aラ actingfrom E， into E2' is called to be continuous at the 
point ct。εEj if， for every sequence {払}converging to cto， {Act，} converges to 
Acto in E2・ Anoperator is called to be continuous on E if it is continuous at 
each point of E. 
An operator A is called to be compact if it transforms every bounded set into 
a compact set. 
An operator A is called to be completely continuous if it is continuous 
and compact. 
3. In this section， we will consider a su伍cientcondition of both the bounde-
dness and continuity of Uryson's operator which acts from the space Lo， with a 
modular m， into the space Lo， with a modular m2・
Lemma 1. If K [5， t， u] (5， t E iI， 一∞<uく+∞)i5 m印刷rableon iI x iIfor 
fixed U and continuoU5 in U for fixed (5， t)， then for any a豆bthere exi5t5 a 
bounded mea5urable functz'・onh (5， t) on iI x iI5uch that 
and 
for each 5 and t 
Proof. First， we shall show the measurability of the function 
k (5， t) = sup IK [5， t， uJI. 
When we put， for any positive number α， 
Eα= {(5， t);ん(5，司豆α，F:η={(5，t); IK[5，t，urJI<α+ l/n} 
Ea= n n F:.n*， 
n=l Ur 
殺什 meansthe intersection of sets. 
(220) 
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where {Ur} is a totality of al rational numbers in the closed interval [a， b]and n 
is a natural number， we get a measurability of subset Fαof L1 x L1. Furthermore， 
we can see easily an equality Eα=Fαso that Eαis a measurable subset of L1 x L1.
Thus k (s， t) is measurable on L1 x L1.
Next， we de五nethe function h (s，t) as， for each (s， t)， a maximum value of 
u's for which hold the relations k (s， t) = IK [s， t， u]ト
and 
For any s (α豆F三 b)，putting 
Es = {(s， t); h (s， t)豆戸}
z 三 ß+11η三bα三u~ß
F瓜= n F~' 
α三s+1η三b
where n is a natural number， we have also a measurable subset Fs of L1 x L1and an 
equality E~ = Fs' and hence h (s， t) is measurable on L1 x L1. It is obvious that h (s， t)
is bounded on L1 x L1. We state the following: 
Theorem 1. Let K [s， t， u](s， tE L1， -∞くuく+∞)be cont仇uousin u for 
fixed sωzd t， and measurable on L1 x L1for fixed u. 
1f it satisfies the follo叩 ingconditions : 
a) for everッboundedmeωurable function h (s， t) on L1 x L1
m2 (LK [s， t， h (s，μサく十∞;
b) for any e>O there exists d=d(e)>O such that 1c&-Ollo，くdimpl的
m2 (j)K[川]-K [5， t， O]}司令
for mes (F)くd(FcL1)， then Uryson's operator Ac&αcぉ斤omLo， into Lo" and is 
bounded and continuous. 
Proof. We prove at五rstthat Ac& acts from Lo， into Lo， and is bounded. 
For any c& (t)εLo" taking ξ=1 in b) there exists d=d (1)>0 such that 
m2 CLJK [s， t， c&]-K [以外}dt)く 1
for I1り-Ollo，くdand m田 (F)くδSincewe can select めモ Lo，(i=O， 1，・"，k) such 
that件。=ふ 1めー め 1同<δ(i=1，2，・"， k) and φ=0， where k = [lic&loJd]* + 1， we 
have， by the convexity of φゎ
m (il叫川]dt) ん+1JE~~L-'-'rJ-'-J 
k-l 1 / 、
話2一二1m2(1 {K [s， t， c&i]-K [s， t，約十，]}dt) io-Oん+ ..-z ¥Jl'l"_"'_ l..'...' ，ZJ --__ L..'..' ，'I-t"-lJ) ~~""J 
If TTr . ^， 7.¥ ~ k+A m2 (1K [s， t， 0]dt)くくl+Aん+1.'" \.JF'~~ L-'-' -J _"J = ん+1
焚[沼Jis the symbol of Gauss. 
(221) 
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where A=m2 (LIKドラム01外 and
m2 (LK [s， t， O1dt)訪問(riTfpK [s， t， O1dt) 
where B is only dependent onムbecausem2 is the upper bounded modular. There-
fore， for a patition {L1" L1，γー，L1j}of L1， which satify mes (ム)<0 for i=l， 2，・"，}
where j = [1/01 + 1， we have 
m2 (~ LK [s， t， O1dt)豆出m2(f [s， tラ。1dt) 
三 B(l+A)， 
and hence it follows that， by the upper boundedness of m2， 
mz( ¥ K[υ，O1 dt)豆C.m2 (+ r K[υ，O1 dt) 
¥JJ 'lJJ 
三 CB(l十A)
where C is only dependent on j. Thus， itis shown that AO (s)E Lo， and further 
IOio，亘r implies m2 (A仰ぐCB(l+A)，that is， iiAO:lo，<2CB(1+A)*， where 
1?=[r/01+1 
Nextラ weprove the continuity of the operator Aり
If lim ilOk一件。11"'1=0(φ， OoE L"，) then {IOk-Ool} converge to 0 weakly and 
hence h jyk (t)一川)1dt=O. AcωCαωC∞O町r吋di伽向州m叫n時叫gl恥 w悶e…el白伽ec配C山 s由叩enc白e{旬川川ι似州州ηバn(tμ伺司)
converging tωO り仇o(同t約)for almost al t. 
Since Oo (t) is almost al finite on L1， for any natural number l.I there exist 
Mν::>-0 and a subset Eνc L1such that mes (EJ註1-1/νandIOo (t)1壬Mνforal tεE，. 
Furthermore， by Egorof's theorem， for anyε::>-0 there exists a subset X c L1
such that 
mes (L1-X)くεand{払}converge to Oo uniformly on X. 
Putting Xν=xnE" we have mes (L1-XJ豆E十l/l.I and for al of su伍ciently
large n， 
IL"K[ 
for almost al s， beacause， by Lemma 1， the assumption a) implies 
m2 (tIM~l1B"'E IK [s， t， u1 d十+∞，
and hence 
-x' This is obtained from the fact that m2 (沼)豆1implies I1 x IJ1i，三1.
山手 The step function f(t)ニ 1on 4 helongs to the conjugate space Llf， of L久， because 
L iT1 仰 ，x)，x) ぬ + L iTr(l， x)dx ニL〆F川ψ仇引川叫iパ，(1但仏，グ刈$x)dx
(222) 
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t IM~~~~6 IK [s， t， u]1 dtεL 
Therefore， by Lebesgue's theorem， we have 
~，i~JxK 仏ム SÓn] dt= Jx.Kιム件。]dt 
for al l.J and almost al s， since K [s， t， SOn] converge to K [s， t，件。]for almost al t， 
s， and consequently it follows that 
日φ2([L. (K[川河]-K[川市川二一o
for almost al s. 
And， we have for al of su伍cientlylarge n 
φz(fliJK[川 n]-K[山 0]J dt[， s) 
寸φ2(IL.K[s，t，so"Jdtl，S)+ ~φ2 (IL.K [川。]dtl， s) 
説 2CL" 1'~~1"'6IK [s， t， u]1 dt， s，)
and the last term is integrable by a) and Lemma 1， so that， by Lebesgue's theorem， 
日L(/)2 (IL. {K [s， t， SOn同 [s，t， soo]} dtj， s)ゐ=--=0， 
because m2 is upper bounded. 
Now， for any e>O， when we select l.J， e， in the above as which satisfy e， + 1ν<0 
where 0ニo(ε) is the number in the assumption b)ラ thereexists no二 no(ε) such that 
ISOn-SOol!<li，<oωt (/)2 (IL. {K[川 n]-K[川ム]}dt[，S)dS<e， 
and consequently， itfollows that， by the convexity and upper boundedness of m2， 
m2(A払(s)-ASOo(s))<N・ε
where N is a constant for which satisfies 
(/)2 (2;，s)豆N.φ2(乙s) for al ご註oand s. 
This shows that {A払}converges to ASOo by the modularキ andhence it follows that 
lim IIA払-ASOoll<li，=O.
If we suppose that lim 1 SOk-SOOil<li. =0 and 
1c→∞ 
先 If a modular m is upper bounded， then lim m (~ (Xn - X) '" 0 for al さとois equivalent to lim 
η一歩∞ n→∞ 
m(Xnー 沼)= 0， and that th巴modularconverg巴ncecoincides with the norm converg巴nce.(cf. H. 
Nakano7)) 
(223) 
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(辞) liA払-Acbollo，ミ三ε for some ε>0 and kニ 1，2，・1
then we can五nda subsequence {弘(め}converging to cbo (t) in almost al tεL1 and 
hence it follows， as is shown above， that 
lim IIA払-Acbollo，=O.
This is contradiction to (昔). Thus the operator is continuous. 
Remark. In the operator of Hammerstein type， i.e. 
邸付)ニ I'JK(s，t)f州材
it is known that the operator Hcb is continuous (moreover， itis compact) in Orlicz 
space L;* if it satisfies the following conditions: 
2) 
tφ(L W'， (IK川)dt)ゐ>+∞;
If(t，u)1豆α(t)+φ 1 (b(T (juj) 
where a (t) E L:" b>O and 仇 φ，and their complementary Young's functions型T，ψ1
satisfy the (L12)-condition.3，叩2，15)
Those conditions satisfy the condtions in Theorem 1， because the condition 
2) implies the boundedness of the operator f : 
L:ョ。(t)→ f(t，cb (t)εL;" 
and also the bounded set QI in L;， is the absolutely equi-continuous integralsぺsmce
J/(x)仇(f収凶孟M<+∞ for al f(x)εQl， 
where o， isa left-derivative of W・1ラ consequently，the condition b) is satisfied. 
4. In this section， we will consider the compactness of Uryson's operator. 
L. A. Ladyzhenskii7) given a su伍cientcondition of the compactness of the operator 
acting in the space C， which it is proved by use of Ascoli-Arzela's theorem. V. V. 
Nemyckii9) shown a suf日cientcondition of the compactness of the operator in the 
space C and his proof is placed on the basis of Kolmogoro旺'scriteria concerning for 
a compactness of a set. Those conditions have been established under the assump-
tion that L1 is bounded closed set in n-dimensional Euclidian space Rn with Lebesgue 
measure. 
We will give a theorem concerning for the compactness of the operator which 
acts in modlared function spaces de五ningon a bounded set in Rn. 
τ'hroem 2. Let the 0合eratorAやbethe bounded 0全巴γatorwhich acts from 
the unit sphere S， of L香、加toLo，・ Further，if it satisfies the condition 
(棉) J)K[x，川
保 L:means the Orl口 spacesatisfyi時(Ll2).condition.cf. A. C. Zaanen'の
(224) 
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for I!X-5il;;;;_h (1Ixl! i5 the usual norm in R~よ where f(5) E Lo， and p (h) i5 50me 
real function tending to zeroω ん→0，then Act i・5the com仰 ctoperator jシ.otn
81 into Jι・
Proof. Putting 
(A引5))δ:-Ll AO(z)dz 
V(d) J U(8，め
where V(d) is the volume of U(5， d)which is the sphere with the center 5 and 
the radius d， we have， by (事詩)，
φ2 (IAct-(Act)dl， 5)
豆φ2(合Llti叫んけ]-K川]}dt I dx， 5) 
z玉φ2(f(5)ρ(d)， s)for almost al 5εL1 and al ct E 8" 
and the last term is integrable on L1. 
On the other hand， we have obviously 
lim (/)2 (f(5)ρ(d)，5)ニ O for almost al 5 E L1. 
Therefore， we have 
lim m2 (Act-(Act)δ)=0 uniformly on S" 
i. e.， for any e>O there exists dニ d(ε)>0 such that 
liAct-(Act)δI!o乙〈ε for al ctεS1・
Accordingly， if it is shown that {(Act)d} (。ε81)is compact set in L<li2 then the 
compactness of the operator Act is obvious. 
Since L<Ii， is reflexive as Banach space， the boundedness of {A ct} (ct E 81) implies 
the weak compactn回 sof {Act} (ct E S，). Therefore， for any in品nitesequence in 
{Act} (。εS1)we can find a subsequence， such that for every d>O 
lim (A払(s)δ=(供。(5)砕 for almost al 5εL1， 
where cto (5)， (cto (5)"εLdujζ Also， we have 
1 
I(A弘 (5)δ一(ψ。(5)δ|三 li;XJliW，・ I!ACTn一ψ。!I1'= V(d) 
;_ TT~~\ l!iXA!lw， {M + i:CTolo，} = V(d)
for almost al 5εL1， where Mニ S1P1101152
Weakly convergent sequence {A再n}is the requirement， because al step functions belong to Lw，・
州 Itfollows that I ¥ψ。(x)d部 |ζ11x41!lw， 1ψ。1/"， and al step functions on j belong to the spaces I J [1(8，のー;1-'''2" • V 11"'-2 
L多 andL曹f
(225) 
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Therefore， we have 
lim ii(AOn (s)δー (ψ。(s)δI!<1>，ニ0，
namely， {(AOn (O E 8，) iscompact in L<T
2 
by the definition. 
Theorem 3. When L<I>i (i= 1，2) are Orli・czゆac白 sati，りyingthe (.d2)-condi二
tion， we c.αn r，φfαce the cond的:on(時)by the waeker conditions: 
for almost all s 
(品)日L [K[x， t， O]-K [川][dtニ O uniformly on 8，; 
(:) sup [AO(s)[=f(s)εL<I>，・
Proof. Since we know easily 
f""'/I""I ，，../1 Irr Vr~~Jl . L .J¥1 民 ([AO一(AO)'[)亘c;φε([A判+φ(TT~~\ 1 i_ K [x， t， O]dx dtl )! l ~2 \1'~ 'f' 1 ' ~2\ V(o) IJJu(8，め IJ
到 (φ2([f(s)[)+φ(土|川ulio，.1[AOllo，} 1 j l~2\IJ ¥J/I/' ~2\lT(伊ð) il""'U11IPz 1.....'t'I'Pz/刈
豆吋C付(伊件仲φ帆町2バ川(け([f(げ山刀(附S吋)
wher町eα ニ l日1m密γ (同3剖)I斥c <+ ∞ *犬， λf ニ s叩upIIA 件糾引Ilo，and C iおss叩omeconstant， the 
theorem is proved by the same method as the proof of Theorem 2. 
Lemma 2. If Lo(.d，μ) is a modulared function ~μce， defining on a bounded 
set .d in R，日切iththe upper bounded modular， then for any soεLo， we have 
lim [Iso (x+h)-so (x)iloニ O
where so (x+ん)ニoif x+hε.d and Ilhl is the usual norm in Rn-
Proof. For any e>O and SOE Lo， there exists a closed subset G of .d such 
that 1I so一少G1ぐ e where 
and SOGεLo. 
内 (t)-fp(t)iftモG
-lo if t主G
Therefore， we will prove the lemma for a function on G. 
(i) Putting， for xεG 
(n if so (x) ~ n 
料2(x) = ¥ so (x) if -n ~ so (x)豆n
l -n fi so (x)豆-n，
we have lim [仇(x)-SO(x)[ニofor almost al xεG and [SOn(X)ー ヂ(x)[豆2[SO(X)[， 
全 lim'Jf2-1(さ)/1;<十∞ isequivalent to lim r;/'Jf2 (苛)=0 and Ilx叫-12~玉 1/ 'Jf2 (l/V(o)). 
ヲ令∞
(226) 
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therefore， itfollows that 
lim I1れ一$Olo二 0，i. e.， for any s>O， there exists noニ no(ε)> 0 such that 
1:仇。-$Oloぐ sand 1$0η。(x)1is bounded on G. 
(i) Let f(x) is bounded on G， i.e. If(xll豆M on G. For any e >0 and 
σ>0， there exists a continuous function g (x) on G such that 1 g(x) 1豆M on G 
and 
μ({x; If(x)-g(x)1ミσ}<ε. 
This statement is proved by the same method as the proof of Borel's theorem 
which is stated for G= [0， 1](cf. 1. P. Natanson8l). 
Namely， for such nutural number l as Mjl<σ， putting 
Ei= {x; (i-1) Mjl豆f(x)壬iMjland x E G} (i= l-l， 2-l，…，l-l) 
and Elニ {x;(l-l)Mjl;;:;'f(x);;:;'M}， 
we get a partition {Ei} (iニ 1-l，2-l，…，1)of G. 
Since E乞 areLebesgue measurable sets， we can select closed sets F包 suchthat 
μ(Fi) >μ(Ei)-sj21 and Fi C Ei' 
De五ninga continuous function g， (x)on F= U Fi such as 
g， (x)= iMjl if x E F乞 (iニ 1-l，2-1，.，l)， 
we have If(x)-g，(X) 1 豆Mj1<σforxE F. 
Further， we get a continuous function g(x) on G such that it is a extension 
of g， (x)on G， for which satis五回
Ig(x)1壬M and g(x)=O if xEG-F. 
The function g(x) is the requirement. 
(ii) By (i)， there exists a sequence {gn(x)} of continuous functions on G such 
that it converges in measure on G. Therefore we have， by Lebesgue's theorem， 
bjy2(|f(z)-gη凶 x)dx=O
for some subsequence of {gn(X)}. Accordingly， we have 
bl1f-h11ro， 
and hence there exists a continuous function g (x) on G such that 
llf-glloくε.
(iv) If we assume that f(x+ん)=g(x+ん)ニo for x+んξG，then we have， 
for enough small I1h 1ドIlg(x+ん)-g(x)llo<ε and !If(x+h)-g(x+h) Iloくム which
implies the required fact， i.e. 
I $O(x+h)-$O(x)!io <5ε. 
(227) 
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Remark. Suppose L1 is a bounded set in Rn- Let (Ti，1)九(i=1，2) be Young's 
functions satisfying the (L12)ーcondition.
If Ltw仙 ，t)ゐdt<十∞
wher閃eψ三 φ民引仰2(W胆嘗帆引叫，)ふ)， t白he印n由e1日III配ea訂rop白m叩吋a瓜仰t初O町rLドJFRM剥仰州川tめμ)dt叫 e回s加 叫 d
in Theo凹1官 n3， and hence the operator is a compact operator from 8， c L;， into L;，・
(cf. A. C. Zaanen同， Krasnoselskii and Ya. B. Rutitskii; Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR 
(n. s) 85 (1952)， 33-36. Russian) 
Because， by Lemma 2， we have 
|lfll|Jjy(lR(s+υ十長)-R(s，t)¥) ds di日
and hence 
i!?lfojyl(IR(5十九t)-R仏川=0 for almost al sεL1. 
And. we have also 
L ¥R(s+h，山川 ¥<t(t)¥dt for <tε8. 
Namely， the assumptions of Theorem 3 are satisfied. 
5. Combined the results in the section 3 with those in the section 4， we get 
the conditions of the complete continuity of the operator. 
Theorem 4. Let L内 (iニ 1，2) are modulared fimction ~ραces with the boun-
ded modulars， defining on a bounded set L1 in Rη Let K (s， t， u)be continuous 
in u (一∞ぐUぐ+∞)for fixed (s， t)ωzd measurable on L1 x L1for fixed u sati，りying
the fiフllywingconditions : 
a) for every bounded measurable function h (s， t) on L1 x L1
m2 (ILK(川
b) forαnyε>0 there exists 0ニo(ε)>0such that [I<T-ψlielくoimpliω 
m叫川刈2ベ(1引IL{主(ドK(川 ] 一K( 川
for me白s(問F町)<0(F c L1); 
c) JIK(x， t， <t(t)同[川叫ι f(s)州) (同)
for Ilx-slぐん，where f(s)εLo，αndp(ん)tends to zero as h→0， then the operator 
A<t(s) acts 斤om8， c Lo， into Lo， and is completely continuous. 
Theorem 5. In Theorem 4， if L</)， are Orlicz spaces， the condition c) is 
fφlaced by the following condition : 
c') forαny bounded set Ql in Lo， and almost all sεム
(228) 
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and 
叫 (医問如陀K引即臥[xιZ，t川川ム付州川，O(訓o利仰州μ伺t司)トK珂[ι5ム川，
sup IA 件判(伺5吋)l=f(伺S司)ε L ι . 
Oe2! 
Remark. Under the assumptions in the remark of the section 3， we obtain 
that the operator of Rαmmerstein type HO(s) acts in Orlicz space L; and is 
completely continuous in the unit sphere SI of L;. Since it is shown that the 
operator acts in L; and is continuous， itis su自cientto show the compactness of 
the operator. 
Putting 
K[s， t， u]ニ R(s，t)f(t， u)
we have for any oεS， 
LI片川JK同剖[x川，
=孟玉 !川IR町(件x，tめ)一R(付s，t司削刷)川川11jI， Ilf(t， O)!lqc， 豆iIR(x， t)-R(s， t)l1jl，・M 
and 
iIR(s， t)11jI， E L; from the assumption 1)， where sup Ilf(t， O)!官1ニ M<∞，
SOEd1 
because the operator f: L;ε。(め→f(t，o) E L;， is bounded引 Therefore，on the 
assumptions 1)， 2) and Lemma 2， we will know that the conditions (品)and (詰)in 
Theorem 3 are satis五ed，namely the operator HO(s) is compact. 
(Received Apr. 26， 1961) 
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